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1. INNOU PLATFORM
Due to the pressures of irresponsible overconsumption, population growth and
technology, the biophysical environment is being degraded, sometimes permanently.
This has been recognized, and governments have begun placing restraints on activities
that cause environmental degradation. Since the 1960s, environmental movements
have created more awareness of the multiple environmental problems. There is
disagreement on the extent of the environmental impact of human activity and even
scientific dishonesty occurs, so protection measures are occasionally debated.

As of November 2019, all member-states of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) have signed the Paris Agreement (Accord de Paris) - an
agreement dealing with greenhouse-gas-emissions mitigation, adaptation, and
finance. 187 countries have become parties to the Agreement, and the only significant
emitters which are currently not parties are Iran, Turkey and the USA.

The Paris Agreement for the first time brings all nations into a common cause to
undertake ambitious efforts to combat climate change and adapt to its effects, with
enhanced support to assist developing countries to do so. As such, it charts a new
course in the global climate effort.

Environmental protection is the practice of protecting the natural environment by
individuals, organizations and governments (Green Practices). Its objectives are to
conserve natural resources and the existing natural environment and, where possible,
to repair damage and reverse trends. However, the mechanisms currently in place are
focused mostly on organizations and governments, and much less on individuals. Till
recent past it made pretty good sense, as the organization and management of
individual Green Practices has been a tremendously complex and resource-intense
task.
INNOU Platform is about filling the gap by optimizing the processes of individual
participation of the populace through deployment of novel technological solutions and
approaches.
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GREEN HUB
Portals to other
modules
Sponsorship
Underwriting
Platform
Collaborative
Eco projects

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

INNOU CHANNEL
Daily news on your handy
Comics and video
content
Education and promotion

GREEN IDEAGORA

Marketplace or forum for green
ideas and innovation
Open Green Project Contests
sponsor-driven;
Eco Team-building and
collaboration

INNOU PODCAST
•
•
•

Online Mediatek
Customized library
Subscription channels

•
•
•
•

INNOU MEMES
Sustainability Edutainment;
Copyright register and open
access
Marketplace for content
creators;
Graphical Novels
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•
•
•
•
•

INNOU GAME
Hunt Money
Hunt products
Visit Shops To Upgrade
Watch Ads and Get
Rewarded
Costumized profile

INNOU DAILYPOST
•
•
•

Daily newsletter
Real-time reports globally
Columns, polls, interviews

§
§
§
§

INNOU MARKET PLACE
Exchange,
Marketplace,
Community
(Patent pending)
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2. INNOU MOBILE GAME
With INNOU Game users can get edutained on environmental causes and hunt green
tokens, products or vouchers and generate income while playing. The use Blockchain
Technology will incentivize aspiring users to take active part in sustainable
development, bring value in monetization potential. Users will be able to craft assets,
exchange it on the market and use it on other Blockchain Games. The overall concept
is a mix of free-to-play and play-to-win model that balances invested time and invested
funds in an equal opportunity for every player.
INNOU Explorer Mode is the first module to be released. The Explorer Mode is a locationbased game with a focus on sustainable shops and products.

Users can:
•

Explore the map, discover shops and POI (Points of Interests)

•

Hunt for products, discounts and crypto

•

Flag territories on the map

•

Craft and trade in-game assets

•

Sell and exchange assets, tokens and crypto within and outside INNOU Game

•

Earn money (trading tokens, assets, crypto)

•

Build long-term reputation according to their achievements

INNOU Mobile Game changes the way advertising is executed.
Business have the opportunity to target their audience, tailor their marketing strategy
and engage real interactions. Receiving information on their customers' behavior,
accessing heatmaps and placing digital ads globally are just a few aspects of the
possibilities INNOU offers. Users, on the other hand receive personalized product
information and earn money out of it. Focusing on sustainable shops and their products,
we are building a sustainability-centric platform and addressing climate change
challenges through education and promotion.
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3. UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION (UVP)

✓ Explore products and hunt money
✓ Win different prizes
✓ Scan your QR code directly at the shop and
get the product for free or with discount
✓Have fun!

EXPLORE

WIN

SCAN & GO
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4. MARKET ANALYSIS
This specific market is currently one of the fastest- growing and highest-purchasing
customer pools. By 2018 the “Mobile Games” segment counted around 405.7 million
users worldwide aged between 16 and 35. The future forecast for this segment states
that by 2021 the number of users will count about 1,419.9 million mobile app players by
2021 (Statista, 2019) – just to give you an idea of how rapidly growing the “Mobile
Games” segment really is.

Figure 1 Data taken from NewZoo 2018 Global Mobile Market

Mobile gaming will continue to be the largest segment for the next following 10 years
and will be the only segment which will account growth in the double-digit scope.
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Figure 2Data taken from NewZoo 2018 Global Mobile Market

Figure 3Data taken from NewZoo 2018 Global Mobile Market

CRYPTO MARKET REVIEW
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At the end of 2017 the market capitalization counted was more than
$300 Billion.
• By 2018 there were more than 32 Million digital currency wallets were
registered globally (Statista, 2019)
• Japan alone has the highest number of stores accepting digital
currencies currently 260.000 (Helms, 2019).
• In Europe over 80.000 businesses are accepting digital currencies (Njui,
2018)
•

5. MARKET SEGMENTATION
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6. COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
INNOU Mobile Game holds a huge advantage towards its competitors by interconnective different modular
layers and cross communication between platforms which would enables users to surf easily on the game. We
have reviewed and research the top mobile apps or games on the market so that we truly understand the needs
and gaps of our target user group.
Online app users are easily disturbed by the conventional advertisement and unpredicted marketing content.
For this purpose, INNOU Game offers the possibility to control when and where players get to see the Ads as
they will only be shown in particular points on the map.
The second great advantage is the multiple-choice rewards that users can get by dedicating time on our Mobile
Game.
The third reason is our great fictional story and nature-related creatures whith whom users have the tendency
to connect easily.
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7. MARKETING STRATEGY
INNOU tries to increase profitability with the internally, self-developed product - the
INNOU app. For this very reason, the marketing phases have been strategically split into
4 stages.
PHASE 1: ONLINE PRESENT AND COMMUNITY BUILDING
With the founding budget INNOU has managed to set up a consistent online present, a
landing page, active community channels on Telegram and an online profile on
numerous online platforms.
PHASE 2: FIND INVESTORS AND RAISE OF THE ICO/IEO
Investors and incubators have to be found and convinced in order to enable financing
of production and further enhance the development of the app and analysis. In order
to attract more investors and users a Bounty Scheme will take place which will reward
the early investors with a better offer for the INNOU Token while an Airdrop campaign
will be held to reward the first users and participants in Alfa and Beta Testing.
PHASE 3: ALPHA AND BETA TESTING
In order to make the product marketable, a test phase will be started beforehand. For
the first month and the interval of the ICO/IEO an alpha test phase is planned where
friends and family are testing the product to eliminate all possible first bugs.
PHASE 4: PROVIDING MARKETABLE SERVICES
Once a user network has been established and INNOU has created a name for itself in
the market and secured market shares, a pioneer position is to be seized, which allows
to compete with other apps in order to secure and maintain market leadership in the
long run.
PHASE 5: SCALE UP ACCORDING TO BUSINESS MODEL
This will mark the INNOU growth and expansion stage. The key here is, if phase 1 and 2
have been successfully accomplished, that the company has already managed to
prove that it is working. This means that a proper sales, deployment and support team
has been set up and is intact and new sales hires are successfully creating traffic and
carries valid quota.
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8. INNOU COMMUNITY AND ONLINE PRESENCE
We are proud to have already stablished a large community online. We have so far
launched the official landing website innou.io and many online channels where we so
far attracted almost 100 000 group members on telegram, 15 000 followers on twitter
and more than 2000 followers on our Instagram channel.

Moreover we have initiated our community project #Trashit – the latest project that
encourage people all over the world to clean their neighborhoods from cans and
aluminum garbage and to publish picture of them in our platform. We collect the
pictures and turn them into cards which are stored on blockchain. These cards can be
used bought or sold for a certain price. Blockchain proceeds every transaction and all
information will be stored continuously. Users can see the complete ‘trademark’ of the
cards which would indicate their price value.
We have already started a pilot test on Amsterdam where our partner from Gizmo
Studios’ have presented the project to the Municipality of Amsterdam.
With this project we are making a use case of INNOU token before Mobile Game is
released. We are planning to establish our first open source library of cards and hope
to increase the price so that later on these cards can be used as trading assets within
INNOU Game. Additionally, we are using our strong online presence to educate on users
about environmental causes and engage cross-interaction digitally.
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9. ROADMAP FOR THE UPCOMING 1.5 YEAR

0-6

6-12

12-18

AFTER

MONTHS

MONTHS

MONTHS

18 MONTHS

INNOU GAME
MVP

INNOU GAME ALFA INNOU GAME
TEST
BETA TEST

INTERNATIONAL
LAUNCH

● Prepare for the
IEO/ICO

● Partner with more
businesses.

● Establish global
marketing network.

● Free tokens will be
distributed to Beta
Testers.

● First target markets are
South Korea, Japan,
Taiwan, Vietnam, India,
Nigeria where the
revenue model will be
adapted to the
country’s economic
standard.

● Questionnaires and
interviews will take place
through different media
channels

● Take feedback, test,
evaluate and improve
the MVP.
● Beta testing will
determine the
international launching
date.

● The tokens that are
distributed in the game
will be placed and
funded by INNOU.
● The Game sets the
terrain for the expansion
of other modules

*Financial overview and company structure to be discussed upon the request.
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10.

INNOU TEAM

INNOU
VISION
Being in the heart of the European Union – the cradle of the Paris Agreement - INNOU aims to
take a leading part in in the effective support of the implementation of the Paris Agreement by
unleashing the long hidden potential of Green Practices at the very bottom of the societal
vertical at the very level of households and individual, bringing to the wide audiences all over
the world tools and opportunities to practically participate and to contribute to mitigation of
global warming and sustainable development of the humankind.

Having extensive expertise in the field, INNOU will combine cutting edge new media concepts
and latest digital technologies to facilitate distributed collaboration and to bring the global
process of common cause for the public good not only to large corporate and administrative
bodies, but down to the aware individuals and households, delivering as to each of the groups,
so connection them in constructive workflows.

INNOU
MISSION
Empower individual participation of the populace through deployment of novel
technological solutions and approaches.
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Roman Wiehart
CEO, CO-founder

In 2015 Together with his wife, Roman
traveled to Nepal where two of them
together financed and built ‘The New
Sauraha Day Care Sanstha’ in Nepal, now
directed by Binu Magar, a school and
shelter to the children. It was in this moment
of experiencing Nepal closely that Roman
had the first INNOU vision. Roman Wiehart is
a cameraman and producer who have
worked for the Austrian National Television
ORF for over 35 years on numerous
productions of which 100 days a year are
live satellite production. He has covered the
biggest live events for the Austrian Television
including the live recording of ‘Fomula 1’ the
‘Olympics’, Opera etc.

Vadim Konstantinov
CTO, CO-founder
Aerospace engineer and financial manager
by education, startuper and builder projects
from scratch by vocation, software systems
developer by passion. In love with FinTech,
Blockchain and snowboarding. More than
25 years of experience in hands-on software
development,
project
management,
financial engineering, accounting, etc.
including but not limited by Ethereum smart
contracts development, moving micro
services to Kubernetes, Punching cards and
tapes for mainframes, Brewing Chezh beer,
Making Danish steel, Milling Russian wheat,
Exploring
Ural
geological
resources,
Launching a Danish bank foreign brunch.

Michael Klimusha
CFO, CO-founder

Hans Wiehart
Private Investor, Adviser

Hans Wiehart was employed for 28 years at
IBM's Customer Engineering and Sales
department. For 19 years he worked in
middle and top management positions and
2 years thereof he was Technical Director in
Iran 1977-1979. After IBM Hans founded his
own company "Computer Corporation
GesmbH", which he has been successfully
running for more than 30 years.During this
time he has also carried out several
renowned consulting activities. Hans also
operated as Program Director for "Maxbill" at
Telekom Austria for their billing campaigns.
For Hofer Austria (Aldi Germany) he
generated and supervised service partners
in Austria for the Hofer PC campaign and
the implementation of the call center and
hotlines within Hofer Austria. For Nashuatec
he made the analysis and reorganization of
all areas depending technical services.

Michael
has
more
a
distinguished
background of studies and experience in
the field of financial expertise. He
studiedMoscow Inst. Of Technology for
Applied Mathematics.He also pursued his
MBA (Finance) at Russian Economics
Academy, Advanced Finance studies with
summa
cum
laude
from
Harvard
University/REA and later on Post-graduate
studies on Corporate Law at Moscow State
Law Academy (2010-2013).Youngest MBA in
the CIS, youngest Certified Public Auditor in
the CIS. 25 years of continuous CFO tenure
in a number of multinationals. Leading
teams in 3 successful IPOs, numerous private
placements and external financing for over
USD 13 bln. Friend of elves. Rather feels
himself a citizen of the Earth, and the
Universe. Non progredi regredi est. Move on!
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Elbert Jan Hermans
CDO, Co-founder

Fatos Maxhuni
CIO, Co-founder
Prof. Fatos Maxhuni is an Information Systems
(IS) expert with over 20 years of professional
experience in managing the full lifecycle of
system development and implementation.
In 2003 he was assigned the IS consultant to
Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF),
Kosovo where he managed and delivered
the project, supporting a total revenue
stream of over €10m across the 30
Municipalities. In addition to his software
system delivery projects he has extensive
experience in providing academic training
at university level having been lecturing on
Computer Programming and Databases for
over 15 years.

Jack of many trades, master of some,
making it my mission to combine art,
technology and psychology in fascinating
ways. I've covered a wide spectrum from
back-end to front-end development,
graphic design, UI/UX design, animation
and photography. I'm very much looking
forward to see how creative industries will
evolve and how different disciplines will
cross-breed in unexpected ways in the days
yet to come!

Anyla Berisha
COO, Co-founder

She is an experienced Researcher with a
demonstrated history of working in the
Architecture and Construction Industry with
focus on Sustainable Design. Especially
interested in the benefits of Smart Energy
Grid based on Blockchain Technology and
Innovative Solution toward a transparent,
innovative and sustainable future. Tutor,
Speaker and Workshop Leader who loves to
inspire young generation of students. She
graduated from UBT University in Prishtina
and now she is Currently pursuing her
Doctorate Studies for Building Physics at
Faculty of Architecture and Planning at TU
Wien.
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Clemens Sperl
Project Manager, Co-founder

Agron Ferizi
Senior Operations Engineer

Fidan Rexhepi
Senior Operations Engineer
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11.

OUR PARTNERS

GizmoStudios

Computer Caorporation

BaffWorks

AMSTERDAM

VIENNA

PRISHTINA

gizmostudios.net

cc-wien.com

baffworks.com

INNOU Media GmbH
Lichtenfelsgasse 5/16
1010 Vienna, Austria

innou.io
hello@innou.io

